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FILM  STAR - when coating is your business  

Business? You need software that does more than design 

coatings. That's why our FilmStar Development System 

modules support marketing, manufacturing, and quality 

assurance. From sales materials through QA documents, 

FilmStar helps you automate and reduce costs. 

FilmStar BASIC 

 VBA compatible system with integrated editor; free 

and included in all FilmStar programs. 

 KISS: Assign code to buttons and menus. Technicians 

need to know nothing about BASIC, only which button 

to push. It's really that easy! 

 What to do next prompts reduce QA training costs in 

MEASURE. Chinese, Spanish, Thai? No problem! 

 Automates hardware like temperature stages, barcode 

readers and PLCs. Supports Excel as client/server. 

Ensures compatibility with other coating software. 

FSPlot Graphing Module 
 Professional-quality graphs for QA reports, marketing 

brochures, web pages, and PowerPoints. 

 Plot capabilities include multiple axes, diabatic scale 

(Schott), computed legends, even your company logo. 

 Annotations display filter properties, AR performance, 

pass/fail zones, etc. 

Report Generator 
 Automated reports containing custom text and FSPlot 

graphics. Includes print preview and PDF save. 

 MS Word interface for documents with very complex 

formatting (e.g. English and български). 

FilmStar Workbook 
 Built-in Excel-compatible workbook supports toleranc-

ing and optimization in DESIGN, QA in MEASURE. 

 A hidden workbook automates pass/fail criteria in 

MEASURE without QA technicians realizing that the 

Workbook is utilized (KISS again). 

FilmStar Database 

 Get organized! Save tens of thousands of spectra in a 

single secure database. One file to back up! Our sam-

ple database is easily customized by non-experts. 

 Select and recall measured spectra for interactive 

analysis and reverse-engineering in DESIGN. 

 Export spectra to Excel. Combine with SPC software 

to separate random and systematic variations. Com-

pare coating chambers and even technicians. 
 

The FilmStar Development System is your key to higher 

productivity! Visit our website and e-mail or phone us at 

+1 609-924-6222 for a personal online presentation.  
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